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Minutes of the Audit Committee  
 

Date:  28 November 2018   
 

Present:  
 

Nigel Hainsworth (Chair)  

Mick Brannan 
John Egan 
James Parker 

Colin Forrest 
 

In attendance: 

 
 
 
 

Lorraine Swift   Vice Principal Finance & Planning 
Charlene Lancaster  Senior Audit Manager, Mazars  
Alastair Newall  Auditor, Mazars 
Susanna Butler   Minute Secretary 

Jeremy Stott           Clerk 
 

Apologies: 
 

- 

Meeting commenced: 
 

18:00 

Meeting closed: 20:00 
 

 
 
15/18 Disclosure of financial and/or personal interest 
17:55 
  There was no disclosure of financial and/or personal interest. 
 

16/18 To agree agenda and order of business as circulated  
17:56 
 As the items are linked, it was agreed to address item 5a with item 12a, 

otherwise the agenda and order of business were agreed. 
 

17/18 To appoint 

17:57 
i) Chair of the Committee 

 

The Clerk reminded members that, last year, the Corporation agreed to amend 
the Standing Orders as it had been proposed to rotate chairs every 2 years, 

except under exceptional circumstances.  However, as no-one else was in a 
position to become Chair, and Nigel Hainsworth has all the necessary skills, he 
was nominated, seconded and confirmed he was happy to remain as Chair of 

the Committee.   
 

ii) Vice Chair of the Committee 
 

J Egan was nominated, seconded and appointed as Vice Chair of the 
Committee. 
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18/18 To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 12 June 2018    
18:01 
 A member highlighted minute 06/18 3h) on Prevent and added that, although 

Government funding to the ETF for Prevent training has been withdrawn, 
Prevent resources are still available on the ETF website.  

 
With this amendment the minutes were then approved as an accurate record.    

 

19/18 Matters Arising 

18:03 
a) Minute 05/18 – there was a query on the 5% increase on pensions and if it 

has been confirmed yet.  The Vice Principal Finance & Planning (VPFP) 
confirmed no, and that it could in fact be less than 5%.  The TPS has also been 
quoted as potentially going up by 5%, but that the extra cost may be covered 

by the ESFA until 2020. 
 

b) Minute 12/18 – as changes to the Post-16 Audit Code of Practice have meant 
a staff member has had to step down from the committee and another 
member has resigned, that leaves 2 vacancies.  There were originally 6 

members which was increased to 7.  It was agreed to revert to 6 and to try 
and fill the one vacancy. The Clerk confirmed this will be taken to Corporation. 

 
c) Minute 08/18 – Response re cookies 

 

The VPFP reported that IT had confirmed the issues have been resolved - both 
shipley.ac.uk and www.shipley.ac.uk resolved to the same place and therefore 

now use the same cookies.  There was also concern that the cookie statement 
was hidden under legal and quite hard to find and, although we had a 

statement, the user had no way of opting out and turning off the cookies. It 
was hoped that the addition of the New banner has addressed this.   
  

20/18 To consider the Regularity Self-Assessment Questionnaire and  
18:10  recommend approval by the Corporation  
 

 The VPFP confirmed there had not been many changes from the previous year 

and comments were invited: 
 

Page 7 on reporting known frauds – it was highlighted that it should say ‘none’ 
instead of ‘no’.  
 

Page 8 on entering into any subsidiary, joint venture or similar arrangements 
where it says ‘small loan to WYCC’ - it was queried if that should say WYCC 

Joint Venture. The VPFP agreed to change to full title of the limited company to 
whom the loan has been made. 
 

Page 5 on payments in respect of termination - it was queried who would do 
that on behalf of the committee and a discussion followed.  The VPFP said it is 

usually the management team who would take professional advice from a 
solicitor and report to accountants, though the wording suggests it would be 
one of the committees. It could come under the remit of the Remuneration 

Committee, but was agreed this needs further thought on how we would deal 
with it.  

http://shipley.ac.uk/
http://www.shipley.ac.uk/
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ACTION:  To bring back to the next meeting.  It is also something that could 
be added to the Financial Regulations and the VPFP said she would talk to the 
Principal about this.  

 

Members agreed to recommend to the Corporation approval of the 

Regularity Self-Assessment Questionnaire subject to the small  
amendments noted above. 

 

21/18 To consider the Audit Committee’s Annual Report 2017/18 to the 
18:22   Corporation and the Principal, including a review of the Terms of 

Reference 
 

The Clerk presented his report and drew attention to the summary bullets on 

page 1.  There was just one query at x) on page 5 as to whether it should 
refer to the year 16/17 and not 15/16 which the Clerk will verify and the 

report was otherwise agreed.  
 

Members agreed to recommend to the Corporation the Audit 

Committee’s Annual Report 2017/18 to the Corporation and the 

Principal, including a review of the Terms of Reference, a copy of 
which is appended to the minutes. 

 

22/18 To receive the Audit Completion Report from Mazars and recommend 
18:24  to the Corporation the signing of the letters of representation 
 

 The Senior Auditor Manager went through the report highlighting the following: 
 

Section 1 summarises their audit conclusions which are complete and they will 
be issuing an unqualified audit opinion. 
  

Section 2 explains there have been no significant changes to the audit 
approach. 

  
Section 3 sets out that the first two significant risks presented in June is in all 
audits. Even though they used data analytics tools to test if there is anything 

unusual, nothing came to their attention. 
 

On the defined benefit pension scheme assumption, Mazars’ internal actuarial 
team have reviewed the assumptions used by the WYPF actuaries and, as last 
year, they raised queries around the assumptions on salary increases which 

they believe is too low.  Looking at the sector benchmarking data the 
assumption used in the College valuation sits right in the middle and based on 

historic pay increases including increments they have been lower, so there are 
no concerns.  It was queried if industrial action has been factored into the 
equations and it was thought not, though this can be confirmed.  

 
Discussed was the impact of a new legal case involving Lloyds Bank Pension 

Scheme which will potentially impact the way pension schemes are valued in 
relation to the Guaranteed Minimum Pay. This will need to be factored into 
future valuations of all pension schemes.  It is not clear whether or not this will 

have an impact on the College WYPF valuation, but Mazars nationally have 
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agreed to highlight this in the year end accounts as a note only, not an 
emphasis of matter in the audit report which was a possibility.  Charlene will 
provide the College with this statement.   

 
Under Going concern, they have reviewed the financial forecasts and are happy 

that there is no issue.  Following a question, it was confirmed that the college 
salary process had never been late.  
 

They have reviewed the Financial Statements and are satisfied and were 
pleased to announce that the audit ran very smoothly again this year. 

 
In Section 4 on Internal Control Recommendations, nothing was identified, 
which is a testament to the VPFP and her team. To note is that the previous 

issue with some HR contracts not being signed has now been resolved.   
 

Section 5 Summary of Misstatements shows only one very small unadjusted 
misstatement regarding the presentation only of the Enhanced pension 
provision. 

 
Appendix A sets out the draft management representation letter which will go 

out on College letter headed paper to be signed by Corporation.  
 

Appendix B is the draft Regularity representation letter which will also be 
signed by Corporation. 
  

Appendix C and D contain Financial Statement Audit Reports, both of which are 
clean with no modifications at all. 

 

Members agreed to recommend to the Corporation the signing of the 

letters of representation.  

 
  The Audit Completion Report was received. 

 
23/18 To consider the Draft Financial Statements 
19:43    

 The VPFP said she had spotted a few things in preparing the accounts for the 
F&R Committee and a few areas were highlighted: 

 
Bottom of page 6 should say a deficit of £2k rather than a surplus of £1k.  
 

Middle of page 7 on the Reserves Policy – it was agreed to add a note to see 
page 50 which shows the breakdown where the £1758k becomes £1387k after 

the pension liability. 
 

 In the Going Concern sections on pages 8, 20 and 33, the £1875k is not easily 

identified in the numbers anywhere and it was queried if it needs to be 
specified.  The VPFP confirmed that she will look into this. 

 
 The VPFP explained that they ended up with a slight difference to the figures 

forecast in July 18 of £5k but it is very minor. The Casterbridge template has 

been followed so the format is all prescribed.  Overall, there is nothing major 
to report that members did not already know about.  
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The accounts will go to F&R next week who will look at the numbers. 
 

Subject to the points above, Members agreed to recommend to the 
 Corporation agreement of the:  

 
i) Strategic Report 

 

ii) Statement of Corporation Governance and Internal Control. 
 

iii) Governing Body’s Statement on the College’s regularity propriety 
and compliance with funding body terms and conditions of 
funding 

 
iv) Statement of the Responsibilities of the Members of the 

Corporation for the Financial Statements. 
  
24/18 To consider and recommend to the Corporation the Financial  

18:57  Statements for Shipley College Developments Accounts 
 

The VPFP confirmed that only very minor transactions are going through and 

that the plan for next year is that the account will be dormant.  Some minor 
amends were identified which the VPFP agreed to make. 
 

Members agreed to recommend to the Corporation the Financial 

Statements for Shipley College Developments Accounts 

 
The Auditors left the meeting at 18:59.   

 
25/18 To 
19:00 

i) Receive a progress report on the Risk Register 
 

The VPFP talked through the two amber risks.  Failure to manage 19+ and 
apprenticeship which is more a risk for future years than the current.  The risk 
associated with the impact of new 14-19 and/or 19+ national and local level 

policy is the emergence of New College Bradford and what impact that might 
have for future years ie 20/21. It is a risk, but a manageable one.  

 
At 2e), it was queried what is meant by the term ‘fabric of all the college 
buildings has been secured’ and confirmed that this refers to the fact that all 

the windows have been replaced and that the word fabric is industry speak.  
 

At 6) is says a new lockdown procedure has been added, which is in response 
to all the H&S risks from 6a to 6j.  It was noted however that it more 
specifically refers to 6h) as most procedures would be of evacuation as 

opposed to lock down.  The VPFP agreed to separate the responses to the 
specific lines to clarify this.  

   
The progress report was received. 
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ii) Consider the proposed Audit Assurance Plan for 2018/19 and 

recommend to the Corporation 

  
The VPFP explained that as the committee had not identified anything specific 

to be added to the plan, management had put some ideas together on where 
we could look at some assurance – areas where there is both risk or 
opportunities.  

 
Among the areas identified in the report, the four areas of priority are: 

 
1) G Suite for Education health check -  to help us confirm our GDPR 

compliance within Google Suite 

 
2) Health & Safety - an area not reviewed for a few years.  We will be looking 

at doing a review with another comparable college. This was confirmed as a 
good approach by one member. 

 

3) Marketing - with the risk of managing a new college coming into the area, it 
would be helpful to see if we are targeting our market correctly, so will be 

bringing someone in to look at this for us.   As our enrolments have been 
so good this year, members felt we should also be looking at what we are 

already doing and building on that.  
 

4) Payroll processes - with an aim to improve some of the complex 

calculations and processes and how we can streamline them.  It is 
particularly complex for those staff with multiple posts and term time only 

posts.    
 

A member raised the issue of GDPR and how we are sending out confidential 

information to governors’ personal emails. It was felt that the College should 
only send information, documents etc to a member’s college email account 

keeping the data within the College Domain. It was agreed to encourage 
members to use their College email accounts and offer training where 
required, perhaps at a governor Training & Development session.  With GDPR, 

we need to start locking things down to make information more secure and to 
demonstrate that we control the information flow. 

 
ACTION: The Clerk to set up a meeting with J Egan, IT and S Butler to move 
this forward.  

 
It was queried whether work placements should also be made a priority as 

they have been mentioned as a potential threat with a risk to T Levels if work 
placements are not in place. A discussion followed and the VPFP confirmed we 
look out our Risk Register to see what needs further assurance and, if work 

placements are successful, then we would not need someone else to assure 
use so feel it is not as relevant for this year. It could be put forward as a 

suggestion however, perhaps by way of a peer review. 
 
It was agreed that none of the areas identified should be deferred beyond 

19/20 and to flag up those which are only being deferred for 1 year so that 
nothing falls off the radar.  The VPFP also to add the agreed training on use of 
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College email addresses as part of our GDPR assurance work.  
 

Members agreed to recommend to the Corporation the Audit 

Assurance Plan for 2018/19 

 

26/18 To monitor the progress of the College in implementing 
19:50   recommendations made by Assurers/Auditors 

 

a)  Final IT Assurance Report 
 

The Committee accepted the final report from Computeam.  John Egan 
informed members that he had sat in on the presentation of the report by 
Computeam to SMT and provided an update on that meeting.  Some areas in 

the report are about hardware and setting out, for example, how we don’t 
necessarily need investment in computers if we use central servers.  Our 

software needs constantly upgrading which is costly and slows systems down.  
They looked at the Thin Client route as an option.  The IT team felt strongly 
challenged by the review which they felt was good.   

 
 The report was received and it was confirmed that the committee were happy 

for the College to progress the considerations but that they needed no further 
updates. 

 
b) Apprenticeship Funding Compliance Action Plan 

 

The VPFP confirmed that the action plan is mostly complete. She asked 
members if they would like any further updates in June and they confirmed 

only on those areas partially achieved for reassurance that they have been 
fully achieved.  

 

27/18 Any Other Business 
19:53 

i) Feedback from the Board Assurance Framework Workshop 
 

The VPFP attended the above workshop at Leeds City College and fed back on 

the new template used by RSM for the Risk Register which might we worth us 
considering using ourselves.  The template has consideration of cause and 

effect to help with the scoring of risk and sets out 1st, 2nd and 3rd line 
assurance in separate columns with a risk rating of the overall assurance.  The 
VPFP would consider presenting our risk register in this format when the final 

outcome of the workshops was circulated. 
 

ii) Date of meetings to December 2018  
 

 Tuesday 11 June 2019  

 Wednesday 27 November 2019 

 

It was commented that 3 members of Audit are also on the C&Q Committee 
and that these meetings fall back to back.  The VPFP confirmed she would look 
into the planning of future meetings to try and avoid this happening again. 
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ii) To consider which recommendations/proposals are reported to the 

Corporation in more detail 

 
 Minute 19/18b on filling the vacancy on the Audit Committee 

 
 Minute 20/18 on recommendation to the Corporation the Regularity Self-

Assessment Questionnaire  

 
 Minute 21/18 on recommending to the Corporation the Audit       

Committee’s Annual Report 2017/18 to the Corporation and the Principal 
 

 Minute 22/18 on the Audit Completion Report from Mazars and 

recommendation to the Corporation the signing of the letters of 
representation 

 
 Minute 23/18 and recommendation to the Corporation the agreement of 

the: 

o Strategic Report 
o Statement of Corporation Governance and Internal Control 

o Governing Body’s Statement on the College’s regularity propriety and 
compliance with funding body terms and conditions of funding 

o Statement of the Responsibilities of the Members of the Corporation 
for the Financial Statements 

 

 Minute 24/18 on recommendation to the Corporation the Financial 
Statements for Shipley College Developments Accounts 
 

 Minute 25/18 ii) on recommendation to the Corporation the proposed 
Audit Assurance Plan for 2018/19 

 
 

 

 


